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Hydra for testing and development of Test and Develop for Multiple Applications Hydra programs is a complete set of tools to accelerate test and development fleets from tens to hundreds to production applications. It is customizable using one or more lidar sensors to ensure autonomous driving from highway to urban driving. Test and Develop for Multiple Applications Hydra can be customized using one or
more lidar sensors to suit your app needs, from autonomous highway driving to full autonomy in urban areas. Test and Develop for Multiple Applications Hydra can be customized using one or more lidar sensors to suit your app needs, from autonomous highway driving to full autonomy in urban areas. Perception Included and always learning Hydra camera features like allowing up to 200 points per square
degree and high data accuracy to reliably see where the objects are and what they are. Keep you at the forefront throughout the development process. Developing with confidence Hydra has undergone several stress tests from freezing to earthly vibrations, so you can evolve with confidence in all environments. 500m Maximum range 250m at 120° Field of view 30° Dynamic vertical FoV camera similar
resolution 200pt/sqdeg High data accuracy 1cm Range Precision precision reflectance Environmental dust &amp;amp; Water Ingress: IP67 Vibration: SAE J1211 Shock: IEC 60068-2-27 to 20g Detection &amp;; Tracking the road &amp;; Drivable Space: 80m Lane Marking: 150m Objects &amp;; Vehicle: 250m Download Specifications Become a Partner Hydra is available to all partners and has flexible
subscription pricing. Contact us LAS VEGAS - Riding on Interstate 15 at dusk, you can see the sun set around the mountains and canyons west of Las Vegas, casting shiny shades of purple and pink, red and orange, across the desert floor. But instead of looking outside, Austin Russell admires the view of the screen in front of him. It looks great, said Russell, founder and CEO of Luminar, a lidar
technology company. This is the first time I've actually seen it. It examines the point of the cloud produced on screen by his company's latest product, Hydra, which combines sensing, software and computing into a single platform specifically designed specifically for this kind of road environment. The technology behind Hydra allows automated systems to detect and classify objects up to 250 metres away,
and the software is optimized for road environments. It targets companies seeking to incorporate driver assistance features or road pilots involving Level 3 and 4 systems. With awareness across the industry that more comprehensive applications of autonomy remain a long way off, Russell that applications aimed at niche environments, such as highways, are a way to meet today's market requirements.
This is the only way to get real cars on real roads in the near term, as opposed to this is to have problems, he said. Hydra, which is supplied to customers this quarter, was among a number of notable discoveries related to lidars at CES this month. Among others: Ouster demonstrated its OS0, an lidar sensor with a 90-degree field of view. The company says the technology was developed in collaboration
with automaker and Tier 1 customers. This is comparable to the laser honeytrap lidar bear that Waymo has developed in the home, and it allows customers to adjust and adjust the beam interval. Elsewhere around CES, Velodyne introduced a new CEO and a new product - Velabit, a $100 lidar sensor that the company says can detect objects at a range of 100 meters and easily integrate into various driver
assistance programs and AV. While each one is tailored for different environments and applications, what can be remembered most from CES may not be products but shifts in the business model. Luminar says it is evading the sale of sensors and will instead sell subscriptions to its lidar services. Russell says it's a natural advance that better reflects the current software development that Luminar makes to
improve features with customers when they become available. Jeffrey Hannah, North America director of technology research at SBD Automotive, says the new subscription model is a reflection of the increasingly violent lidar space where market players are looking for any type of differentiation. Luminar has developed one additional feature with Hydra that can distinguish it from competitors that also make
amplitude-modulated lidar: The technology can now determine the 3D speed of those targets. Collecting speed information from lidar has traditionally been a difficult engineering challenge - and only companies working on frequency-modular, continuous-wave approaches have achieved. Doing this with amplitude-modular lidars, such as those made by Luminar, is something of a breakthrough. Russell says
the company broke the speed conundrum with a special scanning pattern that measures how the distance from the object has changed between pulses, and it gives automakers a new trove of information. It's pretty cool functionality, he said. And we get it without compromise on productivity and cost. It's pretty crazy. With more than 60 issued/permitted patents and nearly 200 total applications, Luminar is
widely known for its high-resolution high-resolution camera and radar data as long range. Even though the autonomous vehicle sensor and software company prioritise performance at more affordable prices, Luminar will bring the latter to the table with a new lidar sensor, Iris. Announced last month, Iris is a new kind of far-reaching lidar sensor built from chip level up. Iris is designed to meet the needs of
autonomous vehicles. Thanks to a new form factor that can easily integrate into vehicles, the company claims Iris is the first probe which exceeded significant indicators, safety, cost and requirements necessary to give consumers level 3 and 4 autonomy. With Iris Luminar wants to provide a comprehensive hardware and software architecture for the perception of the driving environment, combining the
company's software products in sensor fusion, automatic caliber, tracking, object detection, classification and simulator. When produced in commercial volumes, Iris is a sensing platform that can cost less than $1,000 for consumer and commercial vehicles. Iris has alternative configurations to provide a better and safer assisted driving feature at a sub$500 price tag for larger programs. In addition, Austin
Russell, founder and CEO of Luminar, told SPAR 3D that low cost and better driving are critical. At the same time, we provide a comprehensive hardware and software architecture for the perception of the driving environment, which enables any car to have autonomy. Luminar was able to lower the cost of its sensors by lowering the total cost of building the chip to $3, according to Russell. The device only
requires the use of one laser and one pair of receiver, which also keeps costs down. Instead of using additional solutions that work with off-the-shelf components, Luminar has taken a different approach when building its own equipment. Russell has been critical of the industry's overall approach to building autonomous vehicles. The reality is that the industry, in large part, is still very much struggling to be
able to even meet the rate tables needed. This means that from performing performance and safety specifications, there is much less building what can actually be an automatic, cost-effective scalable sensor that is assembled in production vehicles. In addition, Luminar recently received a $100M investment from leading institutional investors, bringing its total to $250M. According to Russell, this will help
accelerate the company's foray into the consumer and commercial car manufacturing series market with Iris. Founded in 2012, Luminar is currently working with 12 of the world's top 15 OEMs to deliver on the promise of safe and ubiquitous autonomous vehicles including the Toyota Research Institute (TRI), Volvo Cars and VW/Audi's AID. The company is constantly forging ahead with technology,
constantly trying to perfect it, hence why it is already on a seventh-generation chip, a fourth-generation laser, fourth-generation receivers and a third generation scanner. It's really important to be able to develop the technology not only in terms of the improvements we always constantly make with the last generations of different subcompensts in it, but in terms of just maturity, Russell said. This covers from
reliability to manufacturing process, reliability to performance repetitiveness, etc. it just takes time to achieve maturity. It is also critical to get developed in these fleet development platforms, that programs can really start developing their software on top of it, and especially on a platform like ours ultimately develops in mass production. The key thing for them is seeing the ripe product and company to the
point where technology can actually be introduced into real production vehicles. It's not a trivial thing. And historically, no one has been able to put any of these kinds of lidars into any production vehicle that can provide genuine autonomy. Also anyone historically hasn't really had any type of roadmap to be able to successfully do so. That's the direction we're heading down that we think Iris will be changing
the game for the industry. ... In addition, Cornes, which has more than 150 years of experience in business and supply chain in Japan, supports Luminar's global expansion into Asia. In addition, Cornyn, one of the world's leading innovators in materials science for industrial and scientific applications including Corning Gorilla Glass, is working with Luminar to build lidar windows, among other optical
components. SPAR 3D: Looking back when Luminar joined the lidar/automotive industry, how well do you think these industries have grown? What should be in the spotlight, and what do you expect to happen in the future of these industries? Austin Russell: We are at a stage where everyone in the industry is hacking together Frankenstein solutions with off-the-shelf parts for their R&D programs, but to
successfully achieve a series of production autonomy, hardware and software must be easily developed and integrated into tandem. With redundancy lidar R&D effort there today, we see some level of consolidation in the market as these outfits make easy and relatively cheap acquisition goals or intelligent acqui-hires. There are a large number of R&amp;D technologies that exist but do not have a supply
chain or scale have yet figured out nor the broad market traction needed to win the platform. Consolidation will continue as the market converges on the demands required for a high level of autonomy. Car companies understand that you only need to reinvent the wheel so many times. This is especially true for things that don't materialize. There have been tremendous efforts, great and small, that have
never been able to make this past that initial stage of research. At the end of the day, it's absolutely critical for these automakers to be able to work with someone who can be developed in their vehicle platforms. This is something that has a really high barrier to entry, but in the equivalent of a really high barrier to exit. Exit.
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